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Placements in residential treatment centers, foster homes or psychiatric hospitals, according to Kagan, can become
turning points for positive change, if family members confront the psychodynamics, "double bind" messages and
deep-seated wounds underlying a child's maladaptive behavior.

Year of Unraveling Just as Robert F. Fresh on the heels of Martin Luther King, Jr. The turbulent s reached a
boiling point in When the year began, President Johnson hoped to win the war in Vietnam and then cruise to a
second term to finish building his Great Society. But events began to spiral out of his control. In February, the
Tet Offensive in Vietnam brought a shift in American public opinion toward the war and low approval ratings
for the President. When the Democratic primary votes were tallied in New Hampshire, McCarthy scored a
remarkable 42 percent of the vote against an incumbent President. Johnson knew that in addition to fighting a
bitter campaign against the Republicans he would have to fight to win support of the Democrats as well. His
hopes darkened when Robert Kennedy entered the race in mid-March. On March 31, , Johnson surprised the
nation by announcing he would not seek a second term. Humphrey was popular among party elites who chose
delegates in many states. But Kennedy was mounting an impressive campaign among the people. His effort
touched an emotional nerve in America â€” the desire to return to the Camelot days of his brother. Kennedy
received much support from the poorer classes and from African Americans who believed Kennedy would
continue the struggle for civil rights. The assassination of Robert F. When the party met for their convention in
Chicago, thousands of anti-war protesters converged on the city and clashed with police who had been ordered
by Chicago Mayor Richard Daley to take a tough stance with the demonstrators. Then waves of rioting swept
America. The nation was numb. All eyes were focused on the Democratic Convention in Chicago that August.
With Kennedy out of the race, the nomination of Hubert Humphrey was all but certain. Antiwar protesters
flocked to Chicago to prevent the inevitable Humphrey nomination, or at least to pressure the party into
softening its stance on Vietnam. Mayor Richard Daley ordered the Chicago police to take a tough stance with
the demonstrators. As the crowds chanted "The whole world is watching," the police bloodied the activists
with clubs and released tear gas into the streets. The party nominated Humphrey, but the nation began to
sensed that the Democrats were a party of disorder. In addition, members of his own party were challenging
him for the nomination. In March , he made the stunning announcement that he would not seek another term
in office. The Republicans had a comparatively smooth campaign, nominating Richard Nixon as their
candidate. Nixon spoke for the "Silent Majority" of Americans who supported the effort in Vietnam and
demanded law and order. Campaigning for "segregation now, segregation forever" Wallace appealed to many
white voters in the South. Martin Luther King, Jr. In the last paragraph of this last speech by a great American
orator, King, Jr. Limiting the War in Vietnam: There is divisiveness among us all tonight. This division that
President Johnson mentioned in this famous address to the nation on March 13, was so strong that he decided
to not seek reelection. Read this text-only page for a historical turning point in the war as Johnson begins to
talk about peace with North Vietnam, three months after the Tet offensive. My Lai Massacre This extensive 5
part report by the British Broadcasting Company presents one of the most horrific events of a hellish war
which killed millions. The My Lai massacre in involved the killing of hundreds of innocent civilians. This site
gives full context to the massacre, and reminds us there were heroes who tried to stop it. Kennedy Memorial
The Robert F. Kennedy Memorial hosts this superior biography and collection of RFK speeches, quotes, and
pictures. Learn about the life, career, and philosophy of a leader who was bound for the presidency until he
was assassinated after winning the California primary in
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Speaking from the trenches, Richard Kagan offers hope to all those who want to help high-risk children and their
families. Turmoil to Turning Points discusses principles and strategies that practitioners can use to guide their work.

May staff photo at 43ave, Vernon BC. Staff standing in the pre-construction spot of the new Our Place shelter.
Originally based out of Kelowna the Society grew over the years, eventually providing services throughout the
Okanagan, the Thompson region and the Kootenays. In Bill Hesketh was hired to provide case management to
men and women, and their families, in the Okanagan and Kootenays who were recently released from jail. His
work in the Okanagan and Kootenays called on him to travel throughout the region to meet with clients and
connect them with employment, local social services and housing. Howard Industries quickly obtained
forestry contracts throughout the Okanagan and Kootenay regions including the first Tree Farm License in the
province run by a non-profit , leased farm land for agricultural operations, operated a recycling facility in the
North Okanagan and a cedar shake mill, and ran a carpentry shop that built furniture and provided survey
stakes to the forest industry and BC Hydro. Residents were also trained to care for Morgan horses â€” used
both for horse logging and community sleigh rides on the Commonage during the winter. Recognizing that the
lack of affordable housing was a significant problem, Bill worked with local church groups, Alcoholics
Anonymous volunteers and governments to open the first Howard House hostel in Vernon in at the old
Topping family farm house. The hostel provided room and board for hundreds of transient men from
December to April when the building burnt down. While there, the men built a chapel using logs they obtained
from a contract to clear land for the Revelstoke Dam. At the time of the fire at the original Howard House, the
Society had already purchased an old nurses residence from Vernon Hospital. The building was moved to 43rd
Street and men moved into the building almost immediately. After 4 years of repairs and renovations the
building was officially opened in and became the new Howard House. The Society also worked closely with
addictions recovery groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous to provide recovery services to clients and Howard
House residents. By , Bill had dedicated a number of rooms at the new Howard House for addictions recovery
and worked closely with the hospital and the Health Unit to expand detox and ongoing support programs for
addicts. Literacy programs and cognitive skills training were added over the years. The Society began
providing direct residential and rehabilitation programs to minimum security inmates on Federal parole in at a
forestry camp near Lumby and by at a Society owned woodlot in Lavington. Parole supervision at Howard
House was also provided during this time and the Corrections Canada contracts soon reflected that parolees
from medium and maximum security prisons began to be accepted. Tragedy and transformation By Howard
House regularly housed 57 men per night â€” but numbers rose to as high as 90 during the summer months
when fruit pickers and other transient agricultural workers arrived in the Okanagan. Crawford expanded
programming at Howard House to include a large community garden and a shelter for abandoned kittens, run
by the parolees. By federal parolees occupied 27 of the beds available in the house. All parolees were accepted
into the Howard House program only after being assessed for suitability by staff and their parole officer, and a
community committee that included an RCMP officer. There were far more success stories than failures from
to the early s and the halfway house gained a reputation for innovative programming and strong community
connections. But starting in â€” when a parolee who had previously been at Howard House murdered his
female room mate- community concern began to grow regarding the presence of a halfway house in our
community. In another former resident of Howard House was charged with murdering his common law wife.
Although in neither case were the parolees a resident of Howard House at the time of their crimes, their
presence in the community was linked to the halfway house. No matter what the challenges and successes the
Society had had in the past, nothing could have prepared staff and Board members for the turmoil that resulted
from the tragic murder in August of of Bill Abramenko â€” an active, well known senior â€” by a parolee who
was UAL unlawfully at large from the halfway house. The parolee, Eric Fish, had failed to return to the house
in June, but the community had not been informed and he was not apprehended until a few days after the
murder. In the months following the murder the contract with Corrections Canada, which funded the halfway
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house, was revoked and the Executive Director took a leave of absence and then resigned in early The Board
of Directors for the Society hired Barbara Levesque to act as interim Executive Director and in the summer of
she accepted the permanent position. At that time the Society employed only 6 full-time and part-time staff. It
was clear that in order to survive, the Society would have to transform its operations. Beginning in , the rooms
previously occupied by parolees on the second floor of Howard House were slowly renovated and updated to
accommodate men seeking to stabilize their lives while paying room and board to the Society. New contracts
were negotiated and signed with BC Housing to fully fund the 16 bed homeless shelter and over the years new
programs were funded through community partnerships. Nine bedrooms were set aside to provide an in-house
addictions recovery program in partnership with Interior Health, the employment program WorkFirst was
expanded through contracts with Service Canada, and a new homeless shelter for men and women â€”
Gateway Support Services â€” was opened in in partnership with BC Housing. In the following years, a
Homeless Outreach Coordinator was hired to work with landlords and those seeking affordable housing â€”
including single men and women and families. The Society also divested itself of programs and services that
no longer fit its mandate, including the woodlot and the lease on the Commonage farm â€” but the large
community garden at the Howard House continues to thrive, providing thousands of pounds of vegetables
every year for house residents. In the Society received a generous donation of a large office space from Mike
and Beverly Davies. Their request was to ensure the office was a space for community collaberation. The
Society now employs more than 70 staff working part-time and full-time in our shelters, residences and
community programs. We set a new vision which focus on employment, housing, homelessness, building
community and opportunity along with focusing on addictions recovery services and advocacy. The Society
worked closely with Interior Health to ensure addictions recovery and supported recovery housing options
were available to women and men in Vernon. Interior Health also provided new winter funding for supports to
reduce the number of visits to the hospital while connecting shelter clients with health services and needed
supports. These two projects are slated to open in Though this is an exciting time for our community, there is
sadness in leaving the John Howard Society of Canada family. The John Howard Society has a long history of
strong advocacy and amazing programs world wide. We will continue to meet those standards of service
delivery and compassion and strive to reach new heights. We are looking forward to continuing our strong
stakeholder partnerships and are excited about what the future holds.
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This case has the potential to be a turning point, and we must learn from it," he added. The Justice Department is
currently investigating the shooting death of black teen Michael Brown, 18, by.

Christina L Fedele How many times have you felt like your future was fogged by the hovering clouds of
doubts, the battlefields of obstructions, and the questions of reason? Things seem so clear BUT every aspect of
your life was distorted? I completely lose myself. One of my biggest downfalls seems to be my heart, when I
careâ€¦ I care completely and when I love.. I love explicitly and unconditionally. I try hard not to let things
consume me but who can do that? This past few weeks has been dark, lonely and depressing for me. My world
literally caved in over the last month. I keep looking for the turning point in life but I feel like I keep taking
the fork in the road instead. I want to embrace certain moments and not let them go! I miss them and I need
them like a car needs fuel. No one knows how someone else feels and I can only speak for myself not that this
is acceptable but, my prayers stopped when I started doubting because of pain. I lost sight of prayer
somewhere in the hovering clouds and battlefields of life. The struggle of my uncertainty belongs to me and
God had nothing to do with it. When your lost in emotional turmoil, you need to pray! We have to be faithful
in prayer and NOT lose our faith. Strength I believe is gained through our struggles. Each entry in this blog
provides me with a new direction and purpose not only by providing insight through my own experiences but
by different levels of self- improvement and awareness. Everything we do in life directs us to a turning point!
Please follow and like us:
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Turmoil to Turning Points: Building Hope for Children in Crisis Placements by Richard Kagan (, Hardcover) Be the first to
write a review About this product.

Comments I am happy that Uber is still around and expanding. A lot of businesses are net transfers of wealth
from the unrich to the rich, such as banks and their endless fees, paid by you and me to keep bank shareholders
happy. Uber is owned by very wealthy private investors, the 0. What keeps the company alive is regular cash
calls from investors who are apparently convinced Uber is to ride-sharing as Amazon is to digital retailing â€”
an unstoppable force, a competition-killing monopoly in the making. Does their faith in Uber remain
unshaken? Uber is eight years old and burning through eye-watering amounts of cash. And now, its executive
ranks are in a shambles. Story continues below advertisement A string of scandals, including frat-boy sexist
behaviour and the slow response to the killing of several of its drivers in Brazil, has finally triggered a
thinning of the executive ranks. David Bonderman, a billionaire venture capitalist and Uber director, stepped
off the board after making a sexist remark at a board meeting dedicated to eradicating sexist behaviour. If the
loss of Mr. Others have hit the road, laying waste to Mr. If some or many of them say no, Uber might be in
trouble. If they stay in and have to sell other tech investments to fund the cash call, the whole sector might
come under pressure. It also has the dubious distinction of being one of the biggest money-losers of any
company, public or private, tech or non-tech. Bloomberg said the enormous loss would put Uber, had it been
listed on a stock exchange, among the top 10 biggest money-losers among public companies. The Uber model
â€” lower pricing than regular taxis, the convenience of its app and deeming drivers to be self-employed â€”
has put enormous pressure on licensed taxi services everywhere, slaughtering the value of taxi medallions in
cities such as New York. Story continues below advertisement Story continues below advertisement But Uber
does not have the power to artificially limit supply. The medallion taxis are cutting prices and some fleets are
building their own Uber look-alike apps. In other words, there is no way that Uber is going to get a global
monopoly â€” its costly retreat from China says as much. At the same time, some Uber drivers are taking the
company to court to try to get employee-like protection, such as sick pay, paid holidays and minimum wages.
Is that valuation justified? Maybe but maybe not, if you consider that Netflix does not have a lock on its
subscribers, who could migrate to Amazon Prime or Hulu, a subscription video service backed by Disney, Fox
and other entertainment heavyweights. But the problems at Uber tell you all may not be well in the tech world.
Uber is revered as the most successful private tech company. Market corrections sometimes start where you
least expect them. Follow Eric Reguly on Twitter ereguly.
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There are signs that September marked a turning point beyond which ex-U.S. assets, and EM particularly, should be
due for a tactical bounce.

A Turning Point From a political standpoint, will go down as one of the most chaotic periods in recent U.
Economically, on the other hand, was fairly ho-hum. This is a better showing than in , but a weaker one than
the previous two years with exports and business investment looking stronger, while consumer spending has
softened. And while output is up, job growth is weaker. Still, that annual growth represents more than 2
million new jobs created. While ho-hum may not excite, the sure and steady growth carries with it another
advantage. In fact, this expansion likely will end up being the longest in U. Still, will be far from ordinary.
The coming year will bring a number of important turning points, which will have far-reaching implications
for the economy in the years ahead. Instead, the slowdown in employment growth stems from a lack of
available workers. The labor shortage is hardly a surprise. Since the baby boomer generation, there has been a
sharp slowing in the growth of the working age populationâ€”from 1. The labor shortage is being worsened by
the clear antipathy that the current administration in Washington has toward immigrants coming to the United
States. Despite all this, politicians continue to tout job creation in connection with almost any policy put
forward, despite the lack of workers to fill these positions creating jobs is not the problem today. This labor
shortage will benefit workers in terms of wage growthâ€”but also will slow economic growth in the years to
come. Over the next decade, more than 40 million people will be added to the retirement rolls, and will begin
receiving Social Security and publicly funded health care. This surge will cause a sharp increase in federal
entitlement spending without a corresponding increase in the revenues to pay for them. This disparity is why
the Congressional Budget Office was forecasting a sharp increase in debt levels even before the Republican
tax plan emerged, a proposal that will take this bad situation and make it worse. Putting aside the clearly
regressive nature of this plan, no credible economist on record believes the proposal will have anywhere near
the growth impact needed to pay for itself. When will the federal debt become untenable? That is almost
impossible to guess at, but what is clear is that we will look back at as the year the tide turned. As noted, one
of the primary features of the tax proposal is that it will lead to more government borrowing, which is broadly
stimulative to the economy. But such stimulus is only desirable when there is slack in the system. At this
point, no such slack exists. This suggests instead that the stimulus will be reflected in the economy either
though higher goods prices or higher asset prices. There is little sign of the former. Indeed, money supply
growth has been decelerating lately. Such efforts will flatten the yield curve and slow lending. This will more
than offset the modest stimulative effect of the tax cuts. On the surface, looks to be a lot like in terms of
economic growth. But dig a little deeper and growing frictions become apparent. These will begin to create
problems in the economy in or beyond. So enjoy the current economic calmâ€”before long, the ride is going to
grow bumpy. Economic Stability in Midst of Social, Political Turmoil Late-night talk show hosts and others
who find humor in political and social upheaval have had no shortage of material over the last year. The press
and public alike have become accustomed to policy announcements via tweet from the White House, shocking
revelations about public figures, and seemingly endless news about the chaotic state of affairs in our era. An
array of evidence points to the fact that the California economy has been humming along nicely, and that is
expected to continue in the coming year, although the state must face long-term challenges, and the sooner the
better. Overall, nonfarm jobs grew 1. Construction has led the way with a 5. The only exceptions were
Manufacturing, which was down marginally, and Mining and Logging, which has been reeling from weakness
in the energy sector for some time. However, job gains overall and by industry have generally slowed
significantly compared to recent years. With few exceptions, job gains by industry in have been less than in
the previous three years. In particular, there has been a dramatic slowdown in job growth in the Information
and Professional Scientific, and Technical Services industries that led the state in the early stages of its
economic recovery. In recent quarters, the consumer-facing segments of the economy have experienced the
most notable employment gains: To be sure, this slowdown is not symptomatic of a looming recession, but a
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shortage of workers. This has occurred as job openings across skilled and unskilled occupations alike have
reached record high rates, based on data from the U. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Other measures point to
continued progress in the state economy. California continues to be among the ranks of the faster-growing
states, a constant source of surprise to its naysayers. Over the same period, nominal personal income grew by
3. The near-term picture looks good, but long-term problems require attention now. Home sales have edged
up, but the statewide homeownership rate remains stubbornly low because of unaffordable high prices. At the
same time, rents have increased steadily in many parts of the state in the face of low apartment vacancy rates.
It should be no surprise that net domestic outmigration, already negative for several years, surpassed , persons
annually over the last two years. The high cost of housing in California is driving workers out, especially
low-wage earners. Based on estimates by Beacon Economics and others, the state should be adding
approximately , new housing units annually, but is building about half that amount. Connecting the dots, if the
state does not build enough homes, outmigration will continue, stunting both increases in the labor force and
the growth potential of the California economy. The homeownership rate in California already is considerably
lower compared to the United States as a whole, mainly because the median home price is more than twice
that of the nation. Historically, middle-income households in California have been able to count on the
deductibility of mortgage interest and property taxes to soften the blow. This will put the American Dream of
homeownership further out of reach for more California residents. Yet another long-term concern is the gulf
between pension obligations and pension funding for state and local governments, which has widened in
recent years and will continue to do so over the foreseeable future. Jurisdictions face a difficult choice: They
can divert current revenues to pay down pension obligations, but this may diminish services to residents and
much- needed expenditures on infrastructure. A few communities have won tax hikes that will help support
services and infrastructure investment, but they have been the exception rather than the rule. It is well-known
that state revenues fluctuate widely with movements in the stock market. Each of these long-term problems
can be addressed so as to stave off the worst consequences. But in each case elected officials and other
stakeholders need to act now, while the economy is doing well, to tackle these challenges and ensure the
long-run growth of California. This report was prepared by council chair Christopher Thornberg, Ph.
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Another turning point may come from Argentina and Cuba, two countries that are shedding inward looking economic
policies in favour of more openness and trade. Cuba has recently restored its diplomatic relations with long-time foe the
United States of America.

Economic growth this year is expected to be a negative 0. Yet could be a turning point for many of the largest
economies in the region. Here are five reasons why. Over the last 20 years, some 20, Colombians are
estimated to have died in the conflict. Reuters Ahead of the World Economic Forum in Latin America , it
looks like the longstanding conflict may finally be close to an end. In large parts of the country, people will
again be able to live and work without having to worry about the rebellion. For manufacturers, investors and
traders, too, an agreement would be positive, as it would create a safer and attractive environment to do
business in. It could boost economic growth, which at 2. On the social front, the growth of the middle class
has reversed, and people have taken to the streets to voice their discontent. On the political front, the news has
been possibly even worse. After narrowly winning re-election in , President Dilma Rousseff almost
immediately faced a political crisis. A corruption scandal involving many Brazilian politicians, including in
her own party, eroded the trust of the public and parliament in her leadership. In May, the crisis culminated:
While the fate of the President remains uncertain, investors seem to believe the worst is over for Brazil. Since
Vice President Temer assumed the Presidency temporarily, the stock market has rebounded, and business
confidence is on the up. The reason may be that business people and investors alike believe political change
will bring about positive change in economic policies. Key financial and economic public functions in the
country are now held by former business leaders and economists, including Central Bank governor Ilan
Goldfajn , the former chief economist of Itau, and Finance Minister Henrique Meirelles. Argentina and Cuba
re-enter the global economy after years and decades of isolationism Another turning point may come from
Argentina and Cuba, two countries that are shedding inward looking economic policies in favour of more
openness and trade. Cuba has recently restored its diplomatic relations with long-time foe the United States of
America. That in turn should give a major boost to growth in Cuba, which has long championed health and
education for all, while restricting the economic liberties of its population. It would be a welcome boost, but
not an easy one to achieve. The private sector and cooperatives account for only a quarter of economic output,
and even less in terms of employment. Argentina, meanwhile, is also continuing its economic reforms, and
normalization of its relationship with the U. After defaulting on its debt a few years ago and undergoing a
long, ongoing legal battle to deal with the consequences, may be the year Argentina can finally look to the
future. He won the Presidential election last November, bringing a non-Peronist politician to the highest public
office for the first time in 14 years. A big change is almost certain to happen in Venezuela The country that
causes most concern in Latin America nowadays is Venezuela, a nation on the brink of economic collapse. As
a consequence, the government now runs large budget deficits, faces rampant inflation, and has a severe
shortage of basic imported goods including food and medicine. The country has some of the highest crime and
murder rates in the world, often faces electricity shortages, and is experiencing political turmoil. But that vote,
if it ever takes place, is not likely until Either the oil price remains low and the government could default or
collapse, paving the way for a political transition, or oil prices rebound and the country gets more breathing
space to service its debt and import food. All these changes could lead to a return to growth for the region If
the previous four turning points become reality, Latin America as a whole could rebound from its worst
economic performance since the Latin American debt crisis of The IMF in recent years has constantly revised
its growth forecast for the region downwards. But the end of that negative cycle could be in sight. In its latest
economic growth forecast, the Fund said it expected the region to experience 1.
Chapter 7 : Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
If you were to live here in Bellevue, you'd find that everyone you run into has an amazing story to tell right now. year
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floods will do that to you.

Chapter 8 : Listen to Dr. David Jeremiah - Turning Point Radio Online
The biggest question of them all is whether Uber's turmoil marks a turning point for the tech industry. Based on its recent
funding rounds, Uber is worth close to $billion (U.S.), making it the.

Chapter 9 : Uber turmoil could mark a turning point for the tech sector - The Globe and Mail
The downward movement of a relationship away from intimacy through five stages: turmoil or stagnation,
de-intensifiction, individualization, separation, and post-interaction. Introduction Substage of the acquantance stage of
relationship development, in which interaction is routine, and basic information is shared.
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